
three days, its transition temperatures r eturned to their initial values. At 
1m. pressures the variation with pres&ure exhibits the \.ell-known curve . ':, 

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The present measurements have confirmed the small initial increase in the 
Tc (p) function that had been established from obs ervations of thermal expansion . 
They indicated, hO\.ever, that at ~igher pressures (p > approx. 10'103 kg/cm2) 
the t~ansition temperature is greatly affected in Nb as well. In the 10 . 103 

kg/cm to 20· 103 kg/cm2 range the mean pressure coefficients for all the Nb 
specimens investigated~"~" lie between 2.8'10-5 OK cm2 /kg and Lf • .'f·lO-5 °K' CQ2;'kg, 
that is, at .values whose magnitude do not differ from those observed for the 
so-called soft superconductors. 

The curve of transition temperature versus pressure for Nb is fundamen
tally different from those of the so-called soft superconductors. The conjecture 
advanced by Andres, Olsen, and Rohrer /2/ that the transition metals exhibit 
a special kind of pressure behavior may be fully corroborated in a somewhat ex
tended sense. From this point of view it would appear to be particularly in
teresting to investigate other transition metals, such as Ta or V, up to higher 
pressures, in order to learn whether the variation with pressure that has been 
found in the case of Nb is typical of the transition metals. Kohnlein's measure
ments /6/ confirm this conjecture. 

There is as yet no plausible interpretation of the variation of Tc with 
pressure discovered for Nb in ter!ilS of a microscopic theory. The ReS /Bardeen 
Cooper-Schrieffer/ theory yield5 the fol~~~ing expression for Ic: 

Tc=O,85' 9' exp- (IIN(O) ' VJ, 

G = the Debye cut-off temperature 

N(O) = density of states at the Fermi level 

V = the interaction parameter of electron-electron interaction 

Comparison with the soft superconductors, the lattices of which a re not basic
ally different from those of the transition metals, justifies the assumption 
that the pressure affects T essentially via a change in the parameter N(O) ·V, 
rather than via a change incEj. 

If the observed variation with pressure is characteristic of the transi 
tion metals, a plausible assumption is that the special band structure of the 
transition metals is an important factor. Whether the observed variation of Tc 
may be directly ascribed to a shift 'of the Fermi level toward [:he vacant bands 
or much greater changes occur in the density of states when the unit cell be
comes smaller must remain a moot qU2stion, however. 

Further exploration of this problem requires investigation of other trans
ition metals as well as an extens ion of our experiments to high.~ r pressures, so 

* As one electrode broke off, we were unable to cover the entire pressure 
range. 

** 10 Specimens were tested. 
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